Company Name: Mills Design
Short Description: Based in Singapore & Shanghai, Mills is the digital-gen design agency specializes in Designing for Communications. Our Singapore design studio pledges to improve your marketing value with scientific practice & novel concepts for through-the-line marketing activation. With our unique storytelling approach, we aim to make your brand experiences – Impactful, Addictive & Hard-to-Forg
Where to apply or send resume to: recruit@mills.design
Salary range: $3200 - $4800

Position Title: Senior 3D Designer

Job Objectives:
1. To produce creative spatial experiences for design and marketing proposals that range from commercial interior, permanent exhibits & museum, events and exhibitions.
2. To be versatile in the style of design and material applications for different creative concepts.
3. Using space as a media to craft unique experience for visitors and communicate content with logical flow and creative implementation.
4. Develop creative concepts and direction that answers to client’s objective, while working seamlessly & complementing other members of the creative studio.
5. Communicate design with ideas and creative concept that will string the entire proposal together.
6. Meeting own project deadlines, training and supervising junior designers in the team.

Key Responsibilities:
1. Contributing to highest quality of proposal, using spatial elements to create experiential, informational and impactful content for design proposal.
2. Be a team-player and work seamlessly with other members of the creative studio as well as inter-departmental colleagues in projects, sales and operations team.
3. Produce good quality designs through sketches, 3D models, 3D rendering and presentation techniques to communicate design intention and ideas that work with client’s objective within deadlines stipulated.
4. Communicate confidently with clients as well as pitch design presentations to win projects.
5. Be creative, understand current design trends and applications.

Requirements:
1. Positive attitude & highly motivated
2. Proficient in Adobe Creative Suite, 3D MAX, AutoCAD
3. Self-discipline
4. Mature
5. 5 years relevant experience
6. Diploma /Degree Holder in Interior, Architecture or Product design